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CSCI 443:  Database Management Systems
Final Exam -- closed book section

13 May, 1993

The entire exam is to be turned in at 8:30PM.  Work the closed book section first and turn it in
before you consult your books and notes to work on the open book section.  For the closed book
section, write your answers on the exam itself.

Name: 

Circle the most appropriate phrase for ending each sentence.  There are fourteen questions.  Each
question counts two points.

A database relation with no partial The notation SS-NUM <- LST-NAME
dependencies is in means

A: first normal form. A: SS-NUM is functionally dependent on
B: second normal form. LST-NAME.
C: third normal form. B: SS-NUM is a key for LST-NAME.
D: fourth normal form. C: LST-NAME is functionally dependent

A unary relationship is D: SS-NUM and LST-NAME are stored in
A: a relation involving one record. the same record.
B: a one-to-one relationship.
C: a relationship between instances of the To database professionals, IS usually stands

same entity class. for
D: one-half of a binary relationship. A: Integrated Services.

An example of inconsistent data is C: Integrated Storage.
A: a customer having two different street D: Information Systems.

addresses stored in different data files.
B: a customer having two different orders The most links that can appear in any node

for products outstanding at the same of a B-tree of order 5 is:
time. A: 1.

C: a customer having several different B: 5.
orders at the same time. C: 10.

D: a customer with an incorrect street D: 11.
addressed stored in a data file.

The VSAM file organization was introduced A: the rotating core of the disk.
by B: all the tracks of a same platter.

A: Digital Equipment Corporation. C: vertically aligned tracks on different
B: Seagate. platters.
C: International Business Machines. D: the disk colander and the sectors nearest
D: Virtual Storage Technologies. the colander filtration holes.

on SS-NUM.

B: Information Semantics.

A disk cylinder consists of
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Rows from different tables that share a In simple B-trees, records are stored at
common attribute, e. g., a Social Security A: leaf nodes of the tree.
number, are joined by using B: all nodes of the tree.

A: an equi-join. C: root nodes of the tree.
B: an inner join. D: interior nodes of the tree.
C: an outer join.
D: a natural join. Distributed data can be kept in a consistent

The peoplewho actually update information A: a reliable network protocol.
stored in a database are B: two-process database management.

A: database administrators. C: redundant locking.
B: system analysts. D: a two-phase commit protocol.
C: database application designers.
D: database users. High-level programs that help programmers

The SQL command that destroys a view is applications are often called
A: DELETE VIEW. A: DBMS applications.
B: DROP VIEW. B: CASE tools.
C: ERASE VIEW. C: repositories.
D: DESTROY VIEW. D: SQL compilers.

state by using

design databases and associated

For two points each, show how each of the following three relations are illustrated in an entity-
relationship diagram.

Concept 1:  A one-to-many  relation.

Concept 2: A one-to-one relation.

Concept 3: A class-sub class relation.


